
“Father, they 
are your gift to 
me”
Spiritual 
Fatherhood 
for 
Integral 
Formation



I. How to…
A. create a culture 

of formation 

B.  assist a 
candidate's generous 
transparency and 

C.  manifest the 
indications for 
affective maturity 



II.  With best 
practices for…

A.  observation and 

B.  prayerful points 
for ongoing attention, 

C.  keeping a 
seminarian receptive 



As the Father has chosen
you, O Mary, to be His
Immaculate Child, Joseph’s
spouse, and the Mother of
His beloved Son of the
whole Church, in full
communion with the Holy
Spirit, so we choose you
this day as Mother and
Queen of our whole family;



and we consecrate to you
our souls and our bodies,
all that we do and all that
we have, without exception.
Envelop each one of us
with your most maternal
mercy. Teach us to love
Jesus and the Father always
more, and in and through
them, to love one another
in the Holy Spirit,



discovering one another
evermore profoundly in
the light of Jesus,
respecting one another,
and choosing one
another each day with a
more divine and simple
love.



O Mary, grant that each
of us fulfill the Father’s
will each day in a more
personal gift of
ourselves, so that our
whole family may bear
witness, in the midst of
the world, to the love of
Jesus victorious over evil.



“They ran to 
the tomb…”



Do I know the man better?



Listening 
For 
LOVE



Creating 
a Culture of  
formation…

What you
Celebrate

What you
Tolerate



CELEBRATE…
SELF-REVELATION
discovering one another
evermore profoundly in
the light of Jesus,
respecting one another,
and choosing one
another each day with a
more divine and simple
love.



Every man 
has “stuff ” 
in his life 
that is not 
the way he 
wants it to 

be…

…should mold 

his human 
personality

in such a way 

that it becomes 

a bridge and 

not an obstacle



Two questions of  the 
formation community: 
1.)  “Is this man letting God 

into his ‘stuff ’?”

2.)  “Is he moving 
with God in his 
‘stuff ’?”



“…and sword will 
pierce your own 
heart, 
that the thoughts 
of  many will be 
revealed”  

Luke 2:35



1. Am I being 
generous?

2. Am I being 
honest?

Seminarian has one job –
to reveal
himself…



“To be a Catholic 
should be 

something 
liberating

Something 
FUN.”

Seminary should be 
the safest place in 
the world to make 

mistakes…



“What has become more clear 
to you since we last met?”

Formation 
does not 
work.



“What has become more clear 
to you since we last met?”

Questions 
change the 
world.



Proposal #1:  Different Way 
of Viewing Formation:
nRelational NOT 

Programmatic 
–Formation does not work.  

Relationships do.
–Programs do not work.  

Persons do the work.



Model: 
Jesus and the Apostles.

The Church's work of formation is a 
continuation in time of Christ's own 
work, which the evangelist Mark 
illustrates in these words: “And he went 
up on the mountain, and called to him 
those whom he desired; and they came 
to him. And he appointed twelve, 
TO BE WITH HIM, and to be sent out 
to preach and have authority to cast out 
demons” (Mk. 3:13-15). (PDV 2)



Model of  
St. Joseph

“Do not be 
afraid to 
take the 
child and 
his mother 
into your 
home…”



REVELATION always 
more amazing than 
SPECULATION

- Evaluation = Boring
- Revelation = Relating and…
“being with” = No greater adventure
“How wondrous your works O Lord
How deep are your designs” (Psalm 92)



PROPOSAL #2:
A Different Way of Observing

nObserving not just what he 
does, but why he does it.

nLearning to observe like a 
spiritual director – and 
asking:



• What is Jesus 
doing for this 
man?

• What do I want 
to ask of  Jesus 
for this man?

• How do I 
reverence Jesus’ 
own discipleship 
of  this man?



Seeing with Jesus:
New way of observing

n Observation = Fascination, not simply 
evaluation

n Fascination/Wonder leads to questions
n Questions allow the man’s own, free 

self-revelation
n The man’s self-revelation is discerned 

with the Church’s standards



PPF 280 – Human Formation
PREVIOUS INSTRUMENT
The human qualities of truthfulness, 
respect for others, justice, humility, 
integrity, affability, generosity, 
kindness, courtesy, and prudence
Scale:  Excellent  - Good

Fair - Unsatisfactory



PPF 280 – Human Formation
REVISED METHOD

Is he embracing wholeheartedly the 
human qualities of truthfulness, respect 
for others, justice, humility, integrity…?
Scale:  Observed Frequently

Observed
Unable to Determine
Want to Observe more
Observed the Opposite



What is OBSERVED becomes 
the opportunity for 
your self-revelation

-How do you understand this 
feedback?
- Tell me about an occasion in which…?
- Can you give me a particular example?
- How did that (integrity, self-control, 

spiritual fatherhood, chastity) come 
alive for you?

SCALE:  Blank stare -> Conceptual -> Integrated



Signs of Integration

* Living the priestly life with
clarity -- concrete 
simplicity -- lived
and ease -- joy

• Lives it.  Teaches it.  
Can equip others…

* Concrete, lived and joyful experience



Scale of Receptivity
Questions lead to learning…

“Where is the man living?”
1.)  self-knowledge -- Blank Stare 
2.)  self-acceptance -- Conceptual 
3.)  and self-gift -- Integrated



Program for Priestly 
Formation 80:

n In general, human formation happens 
in a three-fold process of 

self-knowledge, 
self-acceptance, 
and self-gift.

n GOAL of Seminary:  Hold a man in 
contemplative receptivity.



Two important shifts
1.)  SHIFT from subjective evaluation

to the concrete observations, 
the fruits, evidence

2.)  LISTEN to the man reflect upon the 
evidence, what is being noticed in 
loving fascination

Establish more clearly with him…
“Where is the man living?”



Two more 
SHIFTS

Formation is 
aimed at 
‘assimilating’ 
the heart in the 
image of  the 
heart of  
Christ.”

Ratio #89



Proposal #1 – SHIFT
“Administrator to Espoused”

n Different way to view formator
–He represents the spouse he 

loves, the Bride he has extensively 
served…not himself
–What does your time away reveal 

about your disposition toward 
seminary formation?



PROPOSAL #2 - SHIFT
“Seminarian to Brother”
n Learning to observe like a brother –

and asking:
–What would it be like to share a 

rectory with this man?  Why or 
why not?
–Would I want him to be the priest 

for my family?  Why or why not?



Manifesting Affective Maturity
PROVIDE – PROTECT - ESTABLISH



n Real Friends.
–Someone with whom he can share 

deeply.
–Someone whom he realizes 

accepts him in his weakness.

Benchmarks of 
Affective Maturity:  



n Real Friends.
n Self Knowledge

–Does he know why he reacts the way 
that he does in given circumstances?

– Is able to share spiritual things 
appropriately in the external forum?

Benchmarks of 
Affective Maturity:  



n Real Friends.
n Self Knowledge.
n A Chaste Heart and Mind.

–Chastity must be talked about at 
some point in the external forum.

–A relationship of trust is important.

Benchmarks of 
Affective Maturity:  



n Real Friends.
n Self Knowledge.
n A Chaste Heart and Mind.
n Self-Discipline.
n Servant-Heartedness.
n Courage

Benchmarks of 
MATURE FREEDOM:  



• Be a great companion in…
• Prison
• Fox Hole
• POW Camp
• Bus for 30 hrs.
• House without heat/hot water



With his progress through 
theology, could this man?

• Thrive in the 
religious 
apocalypse…

• Establish a 
home-church

• Draw great 
hearts

• Make disciples
• Equip disciple-

makers



CONFORMA…
“Your life to the 

mystery of  the 
Lord’s cross”

FORTITUDE



“Father,
they are 
your gift 
to me…”

IMITARE
“what you 
celebrate”

GRATITUDE









Goal of Human Formation:  
A life of Self-Gift.

PPF 74: “The foundation and center of 
all human formation is Jesus Christ, the 
Word made flesh. In his fully developed 
humanity, he was truly free and with 
complete freedom gave himself totally 
for the salvation of the world.”



Scale of Freedom

n Insecurity or over-confidence.
n People-pleasing or self-absorbed.
n Rigid discipline or no time 

management. 
n Over-spiritualization of everything or 

not able to see God’s hand in anything.



Freedom, therefore, is essential to 
vocation - a freedom which, when it 
gives a positive response, appears as a 
deep personal adherence, as a loving gift 
- or rather as a gift given back to the 
giver who is God who calls, an oblation. 
(PDV 36)

Interior freedom is the key to 
self-gift:



Moments 
that test 
mature 
freedom…
How is the 
man with 
obedience?



Two Important Formational 
Moments:

n The moment of difficult obedience.
– Is he able to acknowledge his real 

feelings?
– Is he able to see this experience in 

the light of Christ?



How is he 
with 

failure?



Two Important Formational 
Moments:

n The moment of difficult obedience.
n The moment of failure.

–You learn a lot about how a man 
reacts in failure.

–Example of St. Peter.



Other Formational 
considerations…

What does he do for fun?
Does he have good 
leisure?



Who are the 
man’s models 
for priesthood,
for manhood?



Whose needs are being served? 





Is this man 
barely
assignable?



Is this man 
easily
assignable?



What attitude is most evident in this 
man’s affect?

The entire process of  formation…has as its aim…

“enter into communion with the charity
of  Christ the Good Shepherd.”  PDV #57



“…docility
to the action 

of  God”
Ratio #



False 
Spirits of  
Priestly Life 
and Ministry



FREE AGENT
“I’ll take my talents elsewhere”



The 
Tourist 
“He is 
engaged 
as long as 
he is 
interested.”



The Mascot 
“He leads 
the cheers
but does not FATHER.”



Questions for Examen

1.) As a Vocation Director, when do you most 
experience being a Father to your men?
2.)  What are your best practices for 
observing and assisting your seminarians in 
affective maturity?  
3.) What is your most prominent prayerful 
desire for your seminarians and your 
respective seminaries?


